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We took a survey on which sport you play. We

found out that most kids don’t play a sport. Make sure

to stay active!

The 6th and 7th grade volleyball team won their

game against East Central! The 8th grade volleyball

team also won their game against East Central on

Thursday the 15th. Also, both 6th, 7th, and 8th grade

volleyball teams won the Switz. Co. Tourney on

Saturday the 17th. Great job Shiners!

Also, the 7th and 8th grade soccer team lost the

scrimmage against Dillsboro on Thursday the 15th.

They also lost their game against Switzerland County

on Monday the 19th. The score was 3-0. Good luck on

the future games Shiners!

Band Updates
Clarinets are a very popular instrument. There are 14 in our middle

school band as of right now. Alexyia, Hillary, Natalie, Lillian, and Kiera

are all phenomenal 7th grade clarinetists and they have been playing

for almost two years. We learned a bunch of information such as the

clarinet has 5 major parts including the mouthpiece, barrel, upper joint,

lower joint, and the bell. They also said that clarinets are considered a

Bb instrument but that there are also different pitch clarinets. Thanks to

them, we now know more about the clarinet.

As for the middle school band, they are working hard on two pieces of

music called “Clarinets Packing Up Early” and “Carol of The Bells.” The

first piece of music is one song that Mr. Umpleby, the band director, is

thinking of having them play for the Christmas concert. The other piece

is one he might choose to also play for the Christmas concert also but is

not likely to be played at that time. Most likely for the Spring Concert,

but if not, then it will just be a practice sheet of music they’ve learned.

Lastly, the middle school marching band got through part 1 and 2 for

their first competition. Good job guys! We wish you the best of luck on

your first competition.

Written by -Ani, Madelyn, Olivia

Book Fair Coming Soon!
By Breiah Lange and Allison Givan

Do you like to read? Or maybe do you need pencils, pens, and erasers? Then you should come to book fair! The book fair sells books, erasers, bookmarks,

pencils, posters, and pens. The book fair has many new books and books that are popular too! So, if you have wanted a book that you have wanted for a

long time or has caught your attention, then you should go to the book fair! If you are in elementary grade, then your teacher will take you to the book fair

at a scheduled time. It will be happening during November in the cafeteria for about 2 weeks. Middle school can go during plus period, in the morning,

passing period, or at lunch. So, if you want a new book or something like a poster or pencil, then stop on by the book fair to purchase an item!

Is Dance Considered A Sport?
There is a big controversy on whether dance is a sport or not. We say it is. According to an online dictionary, the definition of a sport is an activity involving physical skill in

which an individual or team competes against another or others for entertainment. In dance it can be an individual or team and you compete. You perform leaps, jumps, turns,
or flips and those are physical skills. Therefore, dance is a sport.
Dance is most often considered an art, but it can also be classified a sport. Dance requires hard training just like any sport does. So many people enjoy dance and they would

love it if more people would consider it as a sport.
Dance also requires technique. There are certain ways to effectively shoot a free-throw in basketball. It’s the same way in dance. You can’t just go out and perform a kick,

jump, turn, or flip. These skills require certain instruction. If you don’t have the proper technique, you could get injured and nobody wants that.
It’s been proven that dance is a sport. Dancers can do anything an athlete can do or maybe even more. Now, we know that dance isn’t in the Olympics, but gymnastics is in

the Olympics and dance and gymnastics are intertwined. Dancers stretch, gain muscles, and it’s a workout, and we also compete against other teams, so it’s counted as a sport.
Now, don’t get free dancing confused with competitive dance. We are talking about competitive dance being considered a sport, not just free dancing to music.
These are some reasons why dance should be considered a sport to everyone. You do the same things as the stereotypical athletes do. There should be no controversy on

whether dance is a sport.

Written by: Megan & Cloe



Should Phones be allowed in school?

Yes, Phones Should Be Allowed!

Written by Cloe B.

Middle schoolers believe we should be

allowed on our phones at lunch. Students

aren’t on their phones all day, so when

they aren’t learning, we should be

allowed to. We respect the fact that we

are not allowed, but we want a little

freedom and be allowed on our phones. I

understand why phones aren’t allowed in

the classroom, but why can’t we have

them at lunch? We would only be on our

phones for 30 minutes then they could go

right back in our lockers.

Most people believe being on their

phones is relaxing. Also, bigger schools

than Rising Sun Schools get to have their

phones. So why shouldn’t a small school

like ours have them? We can have Apple

Watches which are miniature phones that

we can access anything on which our

phones can do too.

Phones also help in some ways.

They have educational apps on them.

Such as mathematical apps, language

apps, and you can also look up anything

you have a question about on the

Internet. Cell phones can be used for

good causes too. They can easily remind

you of important stuff. They also can be

used as emergency tools.

These are good reasons why we

should have our phones. It can be

relaxing for some students and it gives

students time to recuperate after hard

and stressful classes. And big schools can

have their phones. For example, I have

friends from local areas, and they have

their phones at lunch. These are some

very good reasons and explanations as to

why we should be able to have our

phones.

No, Phones Should Not be Allowed!

Written by Megan H.

There is a big controversy on whether

phones should be allowed in school or not.

There are a lot of good reasons why phones

shouldn’t be allowed in school. They all

make perfect sense! Phones should not be

allowed in school.

One reason why phones shouldn’t be

allowed in school is because phones can

cause cyber bullying. Cyber bulling is a big

issue since technology has advanced. With

just a click of a button a really mean

comment can be said. If you have your

phones at lunch, someone could be getting

cyber bullied and it can just ruin the rest of

their day. They could be focused on that

instead of schoolwork. This proves that

phones should not be allowed in

school.

Another reason why phones shouldn’t be

allowed in school is because school is trying

to prepare you for the real world. In the real

world, when you get a job, you can’t

constantly be on your phone. You will get

fired. Since school is preparing you for life,

phones should not be allowed.

Our school is making the right decision

because another reason why we shouldn’t

have our phones is because you need a social

life. In school you need to interact with other

people. You are going to have to deal with

people your whole life, so might as well deal

with people now. You can’t lose your people

skills.

One last reason why we shouldn’t be

allowed to have our phones is because some

people don’t like having a photo or video

taken of them. We need to respect other

students’ privacy. If we have our phones, lots

of teenagers always take photos or videos so

that would be disrespectful to some people if

you got them in it.

These are some reasons why we shouldn’t

have our phone in school. It can cause

students to get upset because of cyber

bullying or disrespecting their privacy, and

you need to interact with people to prepare

for life.

The battle cats are a simple, cartoony,

and cutesy game for IOS and Android

devices. In the game you and your army

of many different types of cats are

trying to take over the world, but on the

way you have to fight off dogs, snakes,

stick figures, and many other enemies as

you march your way to the top. You not

only have to attack other enemies, but

enemies can attack you, and you will

have to defend your team of cats.

Because of this, the game gets very

strategical in the later levels due to the

fact that new and stronger enemies

appear, but it is done in cool way with a

special twist on the music for each

newer and stronger enemy. You can

unlock special cats from clearing

chapters, getting cat capsules, rare or

common (they can be received from

missions and by logging into the game

as a reward sometimes!). All in all, a

very fun and funny game. It is a simple

concept, yet sometimes strategical

aspect makes the game 4.5 stars on the

app store! We recommend that you try

it out!

By Davian Cole, and Hunter Garland

Battle cats



Area 51

Written by: Megan H. and Cloe B.

Area 51 is a huge deal! It’s what the

internet is raving about. Nobody really

knows much about Area 51 because of

how secretive the facility is. Area 51 is the

name of a highly classified United States

Airforce (USAF) facility. The facility is

highly secured with cameras everywhere

pointed in every direction at every angle.

It’s located in the Nevada Testing and

Training Range.

The USAF says Area 51 is an open

training range that most likely supports

the development and testing of

experimental aircraft and weapons

systems. The surrounding area is a

popular tourist destination.

On September 20, 2019 the fellow US

citizens are going to “storm” Area 51.

To all the US citizens, you should NOT

raid Area 51 because you do not know

what you’re getting into. Attempting to

“storm” Area 51 is a bad idea. There are

guards and US soldiers constantly

guarding the gates and everywhere. You

need to think about the cameras waiting

to catch a sneaky, suspicious person

trying to break into Area 51.

These are some facts about Area 51.

It’s an internet sensation that is

questionable if it’s real or not. Everyone

is planning to raid it, which is a bad idea,

but you do you. Everyone has their own

opinion about Area 51, and we are not

here to force your beliefs to change. We

are just here to give you the facts.

THE LEANING TOWER OF TUCKER VS.
MEYERS THE ALIEN

Do you like rumbles? Do you like reactions?
If your answer is yes, read the second edition
of teacher tea!

Have you ever wanted to experience a
teacher battle? To analyze their differences
and similarities. Well if you want to see who
wins between the Middle School Teachers
Mr. Tucker or Mrs. Meyers, read this article
now!
To make this battle fair we asked them the
same questions.

Question 1: “How do you mess with your
students?”
Meyers: She spreads rumors about other
teachers, lies about her age, gives students
sour looks, and scares them on their
birthdays.
Tucker: He is fake mean to his students, gives
them mean looks and yells.

Question 2: “What do you do while teaching?”
Meyers: She reads out loud, walks around the
room, she seats her well-mannered students
next to her bad behaved students, and she
forgets to go over material.
Tucker: He said that he uses the book
sometimes, the Cia factbook, Google Earth,
Discovery Education, and he has been
teaching for nine years.

Question 3: “What do you do in your free
time?”
Meyers: Mrs. Meyers said that she takes care
of plants and flowers, reads history books,
takes long drives and travels around the
world.
Tucker: he stated that he spends time with
family, watches sports, plays fantasy football,
drinks water, and yells at his dog when it
steals food from his kids.

Mrs. Meyers loves to tease her students
whether it’s telling them rumors she made up
or lies about herself. One of her long running
things she has said about herself is that she is
an alien. She has said that she has been
teaching sense 1804 (which would make her
4 in human years or 576.3076923076923 in
alien years). Also, when Meyers was 4 in
human years, she escaped Area 51.

Mr. Tucker is a very frightening man. He will
yell, give out fake demerits, haunt you in the
hallways, and make you feel like you are in
trouble when you are not. He may even call
you critical names (but this is all for fun, of
course). He has a close resemblance to a
praying mantis, with his lengthy arms and
legs, which adds to the scary factor. Mr.
Tucker said that he would “crush” Mrs.
Meyers when we told him who his opponent
was.

This concludes the battle between Mrs.
Meyers and Mr. Tucker. Who do you think
won? Remember, they’re both spectacular
teachers and they both deserve the jobs they
have.
Written by: Vanessa and Kiera

Aliens
Written by Tony Wilmot

There was a UFO sighting a couple of

days ago! Jerry and Rosey from West

Virginia said that a big ship flew over

their house and almost knocked down

the house. The ship went faster than a

cheetah chasing a doe. "We are being

slowly invaded by aliens and we don’t

even know if they are friend or foe?"

What if one day the aliens attack us

with laser weapons and blasters! Aliens

are known to be unknown and never

seen by humans, we don’t know if they

exist in our world. What if one day we

spot an actual alien, what will we do!?

Would we panic, will we contact them, or

we attack before they do? People say

that they have seen an alien face to face

or have seen a UFO fly overhead, but did

they really? Did they tell the truth or was

it a story, so they tell their friends and

then they put on Snapchat or Instagram

and then more and more people talk

about it? People will spread it on the

news and get the news to talk about it.

Then the whole U.S.A sees it and starts to

panic or believes this story to be truth.

Use this space for Advertising

or More es



It was three a.m. in Rachel, Nevada, when two friends decided to sneak out and investigate the infamous Area 51. This all started back in
April of 2019 when the two girls, Maya and Alex, thought it’d be funny to make a post on Twitter about raiding Area 51. They intended for it
to be a joke, until over one million people liked, shared, reposted, and replied to the tweet. Now September, the girls were just now realizing
the reality of the situation. In just 24 hours, over one million people would be flying into Nevada to raid the base, and it was their fault.

They were going to scope out the perimeter before meeting the hoard of strangers at the corner store at 1 a.m. the next day. The girls
clambered out of Alex’s window and started to make the journey to the base. Alex was starting to feel anxious about what was going to
happen. What would happen if they got hurt or in trouble with the government? It’d all be their fault. Maya on the other hand, was feel ecstatic.
They were going to be leading over a million people on the adventure of a lifetime! She couldn’t wait.

Pretty soon they could see the barbed wire fencing that surrounded the suspicious buildings. The girls started to sprint towards it. Once
they reached the fencing, they started to look around.

“There doesn’t seem to be an easy way in,” said Maya. “It’s all surrounded by electric barbed wire fencing. You need a keycard to get in
through the gate.”

Alex thought for a moment before responding with, “Maybe they turn the electricity off at a certain time.”

“I doubt they do. Besides, even if they did there would be no way we could get one million people to climb the fence to get it. It’s at
least 20 feet high!”

“Maybe we shouldn’t go through with this. It doesn’t seem possib--,” Alex stopped abruptly when she noticed the black SUV on the
horizon barreling towards them. “Maya, I think we should go. Like right now. That car means trouble.”

The two friends started running back towards Rachel as fast as they could. Maya tripped but immediately got back up again. The car
was still behind them. Then suddenly, the car stopped, turned around, and took off towards the base again.

“What the heck?” said Maya. “It’s gone? Just like that?”

Alex was struggling to catch her breath, but managed to say, “Maya, I think we should go home now. We need to cancel this.”

The two girls swiftly made their way back to Alex’s house and got ready for bed. They didn’t say another word about their experience.
After a while, they both feel asleep.

After ten hours, Maya woke up. She woke Alex up and they both went downstairs to get breakfast. After that, they spent all day thinking
about what happened last night and what was going to happen tonight.

Pretty soon it was time. They snuck out to the corner store to wait for their guests. The girls sat there for hours. Once the sun started to
come up, they realized that is was one big joke. No one was coming. They both started laughing hysterically. They got worked up and scared
for nothing!

The girls slowly made their way back to Alex’s house and passed out on her bed from exhaustion. Boy were they tired. They felt
extremely relieved to know that it was all a joke and that no one was flying into Rachel to raid Area 51. Alex and Maya both slept peacefully
knowing that nothing bad was going to happen. At least nothing bad had happened, yet.

By: Breanna Reed and Makenzie McDaniel

The Raid



The flu is snot funny.

The flu can be very deadly although modern medicines prevent it from doing much harm. Before doctors could cure the flu, it

used to be as deadly as Ebola. Now a days, we know that the flu can be prevented easily. The main problem with the flu is that

most people aren’t careful or sanitary, and that they don’t care about the world around them. There are simple things that we can

do in everyday life to stop the flu from spreading.

People who live where it’s hot don’t get the flu as much as we do in Indiana. Also, people who live where its cold don’t get the

flu as much either because they have steady weather unlike us. Because we live in a river valley, more diseases spread from the

water. The water makes the air more humid. This humidity is what helps the disease to spread through the air.

There are simple things that we students can do to prevent the spread.

*Wash your hands

*Cover your mouth when you cough/sneeze

*Don’t share food/drinks

*Bring a water bottle from home (don’t drink out of the water fountain) and use the bottle filler

*Use hand sanitizer

There are also things that Teachers can do to help prevent the spread of flu

**Wash your hands more often

**Use hand sanitizer

**Wipe down desks and doorknobs with disinfectant wipes

**Use antibacterial spray in classrooms often

Many students go home because of the flu and other common colds. “5 Students have gone home today,” said Mrs. Works. This

was on Monday August 19, 2019, she went on to say, ”On average around ten kids go home every day.”

Since these kids are going home, there attendance level on school is going down. If their attendance gets to low, their parents

and the school can get in trouble with the government. This crime is called truancy. Also, kids can fall behind on academics when

days are missed.

So, think about your decisions before you make them. Simply covering your mouth or washing your hands can make a big

difference.

Medical Mania issue #2
Written by Caydence Morris and Wayne Birmingham

Pseudonymous Bosch

Pseudonymous Bosch isn’t actually Pseudonymous Bosch. His name is actually Raphael Simon, but he goes by Pseudonymous

Bosch when referring to his books. Simon based the name of the artist Hieronymus Bosch and the fictional detective named

Hieronymus “Harry” Bosch who is also ironically also named after the artist.

Simon likes to break the fourth wall on occasion. In his book The Unbelievable Oliver and the Four Jokers The About the

Author blurb where he states that he is not the alter ego of Raphael Simon and that Simon lives in Pasudena, California with his

family. Obviously, he is just joking and he is actually Raphael Simon.

He has written 12 books in total with only two of them being standalone books. He wrote The Secret Series and The Bad Books

which are both two series. The two standalone books he wrote are called The Unbelieve Oliver and the Four Jokers and Write This

Book.

The Secret Series is about the five senses while The Bad Books center around one of the main character’s brother in The Secret

Series. If you should read any of the books I think you should read The Secret Series because personally they are my favorite out

of all of them.

Written by Makenzie McDaniel








